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Connecting to our Standards

The Nebraska Teacher and 
Principal Performance 

Standards (2020)

“A framework that 
provides a common 
language for what it 

means to be an effective 
teacher or effective 

principal in Nebraska”



NDE Performance Standards 
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Key Take-Aways from Day 1

• All students, particularly those with unfinished 
learning, should be provided access to 
grade-level instruction as a matter of equity

• We redefined “intervention” as a continuum 
of supports that should be provided in the 
core

• Identified the importance of assets-based 
language when thinking and talking about 
students with unfinished learning 



Self-Assessment 
1. When my teachers prepare for instruction in ELA, 

they read all the texts in advance, consider how 
students may respond to questions and tasks in 
the curriculum, and annotate lessons to meet the 
needs of students with unfinished learning. 

2. My teachers and staff regularly analyze 
appropriate student data to make informed 
decisions about student learning in ELA and 
intervention. 

4 = to a great extent (more than 75% of the time)
3 = to a partial extent (50-75% of the time)
2 = to a limited extent (25-49% of the time)

1 = little to no extent (less than 25% of the time)
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We ask that you please:

1)Keep your camera on when possible!
2)Stay on mute unless you are speaking
3)Trust the process
4)Take a strengths-based approach

Our Norms



If you see this image…
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Access Today’s Note Catcher!

Click on the link shared in the 
chat.

Click “make a copy”



Essential Question

What does equitable
assessment look like? What impact 
does it have on our approach to 

Unfinished Learning? 
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•Learn about a framework that helps us understand 
the interaction between comprehension and text 
complexity
•Analyze formative assessment data to identify areas 
of strength and need in comprehension 

Today’s Goals and Objectives 



What are the considerations we 
need to make when collecting 

& analyzing reading 
comprehension data?

A Framework for Assessing Older Readers



Research on Adolescent Reading 
“Intervention” as we Know It

• Adolescent reading profiles are complex and varied
• Categorical data(standardized assessments or disability 

status), not diagnostic data, are typically used to 
determine placement into intervention

• “One-size-fits-all” model does not meet the needs of 
students with unfinished learning



1. Summative
2. Interim
3. Formative

Using Assessment Data Equitably 

Summative assessments: Provide 
categorical data only; service as a starting 

point! 



1. Summative
2. Interim
3. Formative

Using Assessment Data Equitably 

Interim Assessments = 
Give a few times a year to determine growth 

and consider instructional implications

MAP data is an interim assessment. It provides some 
information, but not enough to be used for instructional 
placement or diagnose the strengths and needs of an 

adolescent reader! 



1. Summative
2. Interim
3. Formative

Using Assessment Data Equitably 

Formative assessments =  tell us how close 
student is to mastering objective and how 

we can adjust supports



“Too often collection of assessment 
data takes away from valuable 

instructional time for students. It is 
important in building and/or refining a 

comprehensive assessment system that 
schools are not over-assessing students. 
Schools should be collecting the least 
amount of student data necessary to 

provide accurate, high-quality 
information for decision making.”

Assessment Extra Time

Chat your response: What does this quote mean to you? 



Reading Comprehension is an interaction 
between the TEXT, the TASK + the READER

RAND Model 



Learn how to use 
artifacts as tools to 

identify trends in our 
students’ comprehension

strengths and needs

As we go through today’s session...

Learn how to consider 
fluency and decoding 

data to identify strengths 
and needs for individual 

learners

We’ll do this on Day 4!

Within our Scope Outside of our Scope 



How do we 
analyze 

comprehension 
data in response 

to a complex 
text? 

Get ready to put on your student hat! 

Student



Let’s Read the Text!

• Read the text
• Identify: What 

is the “central 
idea” of this 
text? 



In the chat, share: 

What was the “central idea” of this 
passage? 

What’s the central idea? 



During the war, Syria’s 
buildings (many of which 

are World Heritage Sites) are 
being destroyed, and with 
this destruction comes the 
erasure of its history. New 

measures need to be taken 
to prevent further 
destruction and 

reconstruction of the 
damage. 

central idea

Rubric 

3 High 
Comprehension

2 Good 
Comprehension

1 Some 
comprehension

0 No comprehension 



1. Read the Text
2. Identify the Central Idea
3. Identify what makes the  

text complex (what might 
get in the way of the 
“central idea”)

Shared Practice 



Three	Factors	of	Text	Complexity
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Inherent	to	the	Text:

1. Quantitative	Measures

2. Qualitative	Features

Teacher	Considerations

3. Reader	and	Task



Qualitative	Complexity	
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Meaning/	
Purpose Structure

Language Knowledge

Qualitative	
Features	



Qualitative	Features	of	Complexity
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• Layers	of	meaning
• Concept	complexity
• Subtle	or	intricate	

purpose	or	theme

• Vocabulary
• Sentence	Length	and	

Structure
• Figurative	Language
• Historical	Language	
• or	Dialects

• Organization
• Text	Features
• Connections	

between	
ideas

• Content	Knowledge
• Disciplinary	

Knowledge
• Intertextuality
• Background	and	

Experiences

Meaning/	
Purpose Structure

Language Knowledge

Qualitative	
Features	



Qualitative	Analysis
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Skim	+	Scan:
What	is	complex	about	
the	“Saving	Syria’s	

History”	text	that	might	
get	in	the	way	of	
understanding	the	
“central	idea”?

Meaning/	
Purpose Structure

Language Knowledge

Qualitative	
Features	



In the chat: 
What features make this 
text complex and might 
interfere with getting to 

the central idea? 

What Makes this Text Complex?

Meaning/	
Purpose Structure

Language Knowledge

Qualitative	
Features	



Every	text	is	different!

Teachers	must know	the	text	inside	and	
out	so	they	can	help	students	navigate	

through	it	successfully.	

Why	is	this	important?
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However,	if	just	we	analyze	the	level	of	text,	we	fall	short	in	
understanding	the	“full,	complex,	dynamic	nature	of	

comprehension	outlined	by	the	RAND	report.”

...We	also	need	to	understand	the	task.	“It	is	that	interaction	-
the	simultaneous	consideration	of	the	demands	of	the	task	
and	the	task-relevant	features	of	the	text”	that	helps	us	

understand	how	to	support	our	students!	
- Valencia,	Wixson,	Pearson	(2014)

Knowing	the	Text	is	just	Half	the	Battle



Students were 
tasked to  

strategically 
use a KWL 
chart to 

capture their 
learning 

So, let’s Examine the Task! 



...a classroom full of 
students just completed this 

task as well, and used a 
KWL to support their 
knowledge-building.

In a moment, you will use 
the rubric to analyze their 

comprehension. 

Let’s Imagine….

Rubric 

3 High 
Comprehension

2 Good 
Comprehension

1 Some 
comprehension

0 No comprehension 



Review the “L” column of the student work samples and rate 
them based on how close they are to the “central idea” on a 

0-3 scale rubric, being sure to explain your rationale.

Let’s Dig In!

Score Criteria
3 High Comprehension captured the central idea of the passage and 

included relevant and sufficient text-based evidence to support thinking
2 Comprehension mostly captured the central idea of the passage and 

included some relevant text-based evidence
1 Some comprehension was demonstrated, but no central idea is 

identified and the evidence provided is  irrelevant or inaccurate 

0 No comprehension demonstrated, minimal or no text evidence included



Rubric 

3 High Comprehension

2 Good Comprehension

1 Some comprehension
0 No comprehension 

Student 1: Jessica 

Strong understanding, 
identified the central idea 

supported with text evidence



Rubric 

3 High Comprehension

2 Good Comprehension

1 Some comprehension
0 No comprehension 

Student 2: Maddie

Identified some text 
evidence to support central 
idea but not clearly stated 



Rubric 

3 High Comprehension

2 Good Comprehension

1 Some comprehension
0 No comprehension 

Student 3: Trevor

Irrelevant/inaccurate text 
evidence, no central idea, 

paying attention?

Doodling across paper –
was Trevor passing 
notes? 



Rubric 

3 High Comprehension

2 Good Comprehension

1 Some comprehension
0 No comprehension 

Student 4: Jacob

Doesn’t make sense and 
doesn’t show 

understanding



Meet the Narrative Profile!

Student Text: Syria, On 
grade-level text 

Task: KWL

Jessica 3

Maddie 2

Trevor 1

Jacob 0

Rubric 

3 High 
Comprehension

2 Good 
Comprehension

1 Some 
comprehension

0 No 
comprehension 



What is a Narrative Profile? 

• Provide students authentic 
texts and tasks at varying 
reading levels with varying 
amounts of scaffolding 

• Use rubric to rate students’ 
performance

• Determine students’ 
instructional needs

3: High Comprehension  
2: Good Comprehension
1: Some comprehension
0: No comprehension

How It Works Scoring Rubric 

Pearson, Valencia, & Wixson, 2014



Mr. Yardley’s class:
1. Map + Timeline

• Below grade-level text
2. KWL chart 

• At grade level text
3. Summary of Interview

• Above grade level 
text

Choosing the Best Tasks

Culminating Task, The 
Current State of Syria: 

Students write an 
expository essay that 

identifies the impacts of 
the war on the people, 
the country, and their 
heritage by analyzing 
and synthesizing the 

texts in the unit.  



Let’s Now Imagine...

Student Text: Map
Task: Timeline
Level:Below 

grade level, low 
scaffolding

Text: Syria
Task: KWL

Level:On grade 
level, medium 

scaffold

Text:Interview
Task: Summary 

Level: Above grade 
level, high scaffolding

Jessica 3 3 2

Maddie 2 2 1

Trevor 2 1 0

Jacob 1 0 0

We’ve analyzed the other two artifacts to use in this unit, 
and we’ve analyzed the students’ work: 



How do we use this data? 

Student Below grade 
level, low 

scaffolding

On grade level, 
medium 

scaffolding

Above grade level, with 
high scaffolding

Jessica 3 3 2

Maddie 2 2 1

Trevor 2 1 0

Jacob 1 0 0

We’ve identified 2 other artifacts to use in this unit, and 
we’ve analyzed the students’ work: 



Independently read the case study about 
how Mr. Yardley analyzes this data 

Chat your response: 
• How did Mr. Yardley use the narrative 

profile data to identify strengths and needs in 
comprehension? 

• How might this help him plan future instruction? 

Case Study Analysis
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Lesson-Specific Data
• Exit tickets 
• “Express Your Understanding” writing prompts 
• Completed graphic organizers 
• Discussion notes & transcripts 
• Reading log entries or journals
• Listening in while they’re reading with a partner 
• Observations during group or independent work time 

Types of Tasks You Can Utilize
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Why this kind of Comprehension Assessment?

● Allows insight into how students perform with 
grade-level complex texts across genres

● Tasks that are part of regular instruction
● Allows us to identify what is already in place 

in terms of support to consider additional 
scaffolds needed

● Directly related to performance on the end 
of unit task

● Can be repeated throughout the year to 
capture growth



Step 1: Identify Texts & Text Levels
Step 2: Identify and describe the Tasks the 
reader will complete 
Step 3: Assess comprehension of reader (using 
the 3-2-1-0 Scoring Rubric)
Step 4: Create and adjust scaffolds as needed!

Repeat throughout the year!

Creating a Narrative Profile



• Our students have various learning 
profiles.

• We need to have comprehensive data in 
order to make sound instructional 
decisions based on student strengths and 
needs.

• This type of instruction supports intervention 
as a “continuum of supports”

Key Points 



Chat your response in the text box:

I used to think _________, but now I 
know___________. 

Closing Reflection



Wrapping Up
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If you have the capacity before next time:
• Look at current or upcoming unit and identify 

2-3 texts and tasks that could serve as a 
diagnostic that is clearly aligned to the end-
of-unit task 

Preparing for Next Session 


